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Commutators of C -diffeomorphisms. Appendix to &quot;A Curious
Remark Conceming the Géométrie Transfer Map&quot; by John N.
Mather

D. B. A. Epstein

We use the notation and référence numbering from Mather&apos;s papçr. The
références which are particular to this appendix are marked [Al] etc. Let M be a

connected C°°-manifold of dimension n.

The point of this paper is to présent an elementary proof of the perfeetness of
D°°(M)°. This proof follows almost exactly the Unes of Mather&apos;s original paper
[10] for the case n 4-1&lt; r &lt;oo. We will not keep on reiterating that the proof hère
is the same as Mather&apos;s original proof. For the convenience of readers we will
repeat certain portions of Mather&apos;s paper and readers are expected to realize that
no claim of originality is being made. That paper relies eventually on an

application of the Leray-Schauder Fixed Point Theorem to a certain compact
convex set Be of Cr -diffeomorphisms and to a mapping 6 of Be into itself. The
new élément of this paper is that this compact subset is chosen in a différent way.
The problem is that 0 tends to expand the size of higher derivatives more and

more, as more derivatives are taken, so that it is hard to find a Be which is

mapped into itself. The solution to this problem is to define Be so that the first
few derivatives are near those of the identity mapping, and then to allow the
higher derivatives to range over a increasingly large but bounded domain. (We
take e to be very large instead of very small.) This idea was told to me by John
Mather and independently at about the same time by Francis Sergeraert by letter.
Sergeraert also said that Belickii [Al] had used the same idea in a somewhat
différent context, and referred me to the thesis of his student A. Masson [A2],
where another group of diffeomorphisms is proved to be perfect by this method. I
am most grateful to Mather and Sergeraert for this suggestion and also to Mather
for a subséquent helpful conversation while I was working out the detailed proof.

THEOREM. Let M be a connected C^-manifold and let D^iM)0 be the group of
C™-diffeomorphisms which are compactly isotopic to the identity. Then D°°(M)0 is a
perfect group. In fact, the universal cover (defihed using the C°°-topology) of this

group is perfect.
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112 DBA EPSTEIN

§1. Nonns on function spaces

1.1. Réduction. The first step is to reduce to the case where M is equal to Rn,
and where a given difîeomorphism, which we want to prove is equal to a product
of commutators, is C°° near to the identity. This is possible because, using a

partition of unity, we can easily factorise a compactly supported isotopy to a

product of a finite number of small isotopies each supported on a small coordinate
neighbourhood. Let /: 17—»Rm be a Cr-function, where U is an open subset of
Rn. We define

This &quot;seminorm&quot; may be infinité in gênerai. However, we will make use of it only
when it is finite. The norm ||Dr/(x)|| is the usual norm of an r-multilinear map
between normed vector spaces.

We will also hâve occasion to consider maps between open subsets of spaces
like S1xRn~1. Regarding S1 as R/Z, we may regard ail our maps as being
between open subsets of euclidean spaces, which are well-defined up to addition
of an additive constant. The seminorm is therefore well-defined.

If 1 &lt; r, and if / is a difîeomorphism, we write

If f (/i,... ,/k is a fc-tuple of Cr-difïeomorphisms, we define Mr(f)
1=sliSkH(/,)-
We recall the formulas

g) Dfog,Dg (1.2)

and

Dr(f o g) Dr/ o g. Dgx • xDg + Df o g. Drg

+1 C(U /...., U)Dlf ° g. D^g x x DJg. (1.3)

where C(i, ii,...,/,) is an integer which is independent of / and g and even of the
dimensions of their domains and ranges, 1&lt; i &lt; r, jx +•••+/, r and each /s &gt; 1.

Note that this implies that at least one /s ^2. The second formula is proved by
induction on r, using the first formula.
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We see that

(1.4)

by writing

By an admissible polynomial we will mean a polynomial whose coefficients are
non-negative integers, and which has no constant or linear term. From (1.3) it
follows that for r&gt;2 there is an admissible polynomial F1&gt;r of two variables, such

that

\\g o hii^iui+M^y+N (i.5)

F1&gt;2 may be taken to be zéro.

1.6 PROPOSITION. For each r&gt;2 and each fc&gt;2, there is an admissible

polynomial F2,k,r of one variable with the following property. Let t - (fl9 f2,..., /k),
where the domains and ranges of fu fk are such that fx ° • • • ° fk makes sensé.

Then

H/.o o/k||r&lt;fe

Moreover,

))k-1 (1.6.2)

Proof. The second formula follows by induction on k from (1.4). The first
formula follows by induction on Ic + r from (1.5).

1.7 LEMMA. For each r &gt;2 and fc &gt;2, there is an admissible polynomial F3r
of one variable, with the following property. Let gbe a diffeomorphism of Rn and let
Mx(g)&lt; 1/2 and r&gt;2. Then

(1.7.1)

Also

1

(1.7.1)
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Proof. For any isomorphism A of a Banach space (which is Rn in this case),

we hâve HA^H^U-Hid-AH)-1 provided that ||id-A||&lt;l. Hence Hg&quot;&quot;1!^

(1-M^g))&quot;1, and since Mi(g)&lt; 1/2, Hg-^d + Af^g))2^. Therefore

M^g-1)Hig&quot;1-MliHiOd-g) ° g-&apos;lli^M^llg-^^SM^g).

This proves the second inequality and enables us to estimate first derivatives when

proving the first inequality. Next note that by (1.3),

D&apos;g1 o g -Dg&quot;1 « g. Drg. (Dg x • • • x Dg)&quot;1

-1 C(i, h,..., AXD&apos;g&quot;1) o g. (D&apos;-g x • • • x D&apos;-g)

x(Dgx-.-.xDg)-1. (1.8)

The first inequality follows easily.

§2. A criterion for conjugacy

We now describe Mather&apos;s technique, giving a sufficient (but not a necessary)
condition for two difïeomorphisms of Rn to be conjugate.

Let A &gt; 2 be a fixed large number (exactly how large will émerge in due
course). Let a:R--»[0,1] be a C°°-function which is equal to 1 on (-00, 0), is

equal to zéro on (l,00), and has négative derivative on (-1,1). We define

p:R-»[0,1] by p l on [-2A,2A], p(t) a(t-2A) for t&gt;2A and p(t)
a(-f+ 2A) for f &lt;-2A. Abusing notation, we define p:Rn -*R by

The support of p is [-2A -1, 2A + l]n.
Let

A=[-2,2]lx[-2A,2A]n-1
{x€Rn:-2&lt;x,&lt;2 for l&lt;/&lt;i and -2A&lt;x,&lt;2A for i&lt;j&lt;n}.

Then

[-2,2f Dn c Dn_! c • • • c Do [-2A, 2Af.

The construction we are about to give dépends on i, but this will often be

suppressed in the notation. Let dx be the unit vector field in the direction of the
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i-th coordinate axis. Let t exp (pdt) be the time one intégral of the vector field
pdr Then t is a diffeomorphism of Rn with support [-2A-l,2A + l]n. Let
&lt;p:Rn-&gt;Rn be the function defined by &lt;p*dl pdl and &lt;p(x) x if x,=0. This
means we hâve n ordinary differential équations, one for each coordinate of &lt;p.

Since p has compact support, &lt;p is defined on ail of Rn. We see that &lt;p(x) x for
xe[-2A, 2A]n and that &lt;p defines a diffeomorphism from {x:\x,\&lt;2A + l for
each jV i} onto (-2A -1, 2A + l)n. An alternative définition of &lt;p is to let i(/t be

the 1-parameter group of diffeomorphisms corresponding to the vector field pdr
Then

&lt;P(XU xj l^Ul, X,_x, 0, X,,).

From now on we will change the meaning of &lt;p so that it refers to the
diffeomorphism onto (-2A -1, 2A 4- l)n, and not to the map with domain the
whole of Rn.

Let

T(Xi, Xn) (Xl5 Xl-i9 X, + 1, Xn).

Now &lt;p transforms ^l into pdt. Therefore &lt;p transforms T exp3l into r
exp(pdt). In other words, &lt;pT=T&lt;p.

We now describe Mather&apos;s process for &quot;rolling up&quot; a diffeomorphism u with
support in [-2A, 2A]n. Let C Rl~1xS1xRn&quot;1, and let 7r:Rn-*C be the

projection obtained by regarding S1 as R/Z. Let p:Rn -^R&quot;&quot;1 be the projection
which omits the i-th factor. Abusing notation, we also write p:C—»Rn-1 be the
similar projection defined on C.

Let u be supported on [-2A, 2A]n and suppose that \\u -id||0^ 1/2. We define

F(m):C-^C as follows. Let #eC and let xeRn be such that irx # and

xx &lt; -2A. We choose a positive integer N sufficiently large so that ((Tu)Nx)l &gt;2A.

(Explicitly, one could take -2A-l&lt;xl&lt;-2A and N [8A+4].) We define

Then F(u) is a diffeomorphism of C, whose inverse is given by a similar
construction using (Tw)~N, but with the représentative xeRn of #eC being
chosen so that x, &gt;2A. Note that if for some \f i, |#J|&gt;2A, then r(u)(-&amp;) #. We
also note that T(id) idc.

We claim that F is a continuous map from the space of ail Cr-diffeomorphisms
u supported on [-2A, 2A]n, such that ||u-id||0^è, to the space of Cr-
diffeomorphisms of C with compact support, provided that we give the Cr-
topology to both domain and range of F. To see this, we first prove the following
lemma.
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2.1 LEMMA. Let M be a smooth manifold. Then the group of Cr-
difleomorphisms with compact support forms a topological group under composition
provided one takes the Cr-topology on the group.

Proof. Using uniform continuity of the drivatives, (1.3) implies that composition

is continuous, and 1.8 implies that taking the inverse is continuous.

Since A is fixed, we can take N to be fixed and the resuit follows since the
composite of 2N diffeomorphisms dépends continuously on each of the
difïeomorphisms. Therefore F(u) dépends continuously on u. Since we may take
N in the définition of F to be [8A + 4], it follows from 1.6.1 that there is a

universal constant Ku such that

||r(ii)||r &lt;KXA ||i4(l + M1(u))rK^ + F^iW-iiu)), (2.2)

where F4&gt;Ar is an admissible polynomial of one variable. Also from 1.6.2,

&lt; K1AM1(u)(l + M^u))*^. (2.3)

The manifold C has an obvious S ^action. Let G be the group of S1-

difïeomorphisms of C. The foliowing proposition is proved in Mather [10] pp.
521-523.

2.4 PROPOSITION. Let u and v be Cr-diffeomorphisms (1 &lt; r &lt;oo) of Rn with

support in [—A, A]n. If u and v are sufficiently Cl-close to the identity, and if
r(uI)r(w~1)GG, then ru and rv are conjugate éléments of D*. Moreover the

conjugating diffeomorphism dépends continuously on u and v, if Cr-topologies
are used throughout.

3. Construction of the mappings %.

We define, for each diffeomorphism u supported in (-2,2)I-1x
(-2A, 2A)n~l+1, such that u is sufficiently C1-close to the identity, a diffeomorphism

v %(u), supported in (-2,2)1 x (-2A, 2A)n~\ % is continuous in the
Cr-topology for each r &gt;1, and therefore v is also C1-close to the identity. % has

the property that t,m and rxv are conjugate. Hère t, t, the diffeomorphism
described in the previous section, and Proposition 2.4, the main resuit of that
section, will be used to guide us in the construction of v.

Let Cl C Rl~1xS1xRn~l as in the preceding section. We define g to be
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the unique S^diffeomorphism of Cl such that

Explicitly,

xl_1, *„ xl+u xn)

To see that g is a diffeomorphism, note that F(w) is C1 near the identity, and so
the same is true for g. Clearly, ||g||r &lt;||F(u)||r, so that 2.2 implies

d*)), (3.D

and similarly

M^g) &lt; K1AM1(u)(l +M^r^. (3.2)

If Miiu) &lt; 1/A, then for some universal constant K2

Ml(g)^AM1(u)K2, (3.3)

and for some admissible polynomial F5 A r of one variable

||g||r &lt; A ||ii||rJC2r + F5.A,r(M(u, r-1)) (3.4)

Now take M1(w)&lt;l/2K2A. Then M^g)^. We can therefore apply (1.7.1),
(1.7.2), (3.3) and (3.4) to deduce

M1(g-1)&lt;4K2AM1(u) (3.5)

and for some universal constant K3 and some admissible polynomial F6Ar

Now let h g~xr(u). Then h dépends continuously on U by Lemma 2.4, and
h idc if u idRn. On {#eC:#,=()}, h is the identity. From (1.4), (1.5), (2.2),
(2.3), (3.4), (3.5), we see that for any r&gt;2 there is a universal constant K4 and an
admissible polynomial F7 A r such that

r
&lt; A ||M||rK^ + F7&gt;A,r(Mr_1M) (3.6)
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and

u\ (3.7)

provided u e NA, where NA is a certain neighbourhood of the identity in the space
of C1-diflfeomorphisms which are supported in [-2A, 2A]n. Note that this
neighbourhood is independent of r, though it does dépend on A and n.

Provided that NA is small enough, we can lift h-id:C—&gt;C to a mapping
y:C-*Rn, such that rry h-id and ||y||o&lt;2- Hère -rr:Rn-^C is the obvious
projection. Let £ be a bump function which is equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of 0

and to 0 in a neighbourhood of J. We define

ho(xl9

Then 7 and h0 dépend continuously on m, and, if u id, then h0 id. Therefore,
reducing the size of NA if necessary, we see that h0 is a difïeomorphism.
Moreover h0 is the identity on a neighbourhood of {# e C : -fl-, 5} and also on

{* (xly..., #,,..., xJeC:W&gt;2A}

for each // i. We define h1 hô1h. Then hx dépends continuously on u, and is the
identity if u is the identity.

By the Leibniz formula for the derivative of a product, we hâve for some
universal constant K5 and for some admissible polynomial F8 A r,

sup (HMU |N|r) &lt; AKr5 \\u\\r + F8Ar(H-iM).

The actual value of 7 is used in the Leibniz formula, but this can be estimated
from the first derivative, since h is equal to the identity when ^ 0. Moreover,

sup (M1(h0)9 M1(hl))^AK5M1(u)

provided u e NA, where NA is some small C1-neighbourhood, independent of r, of
the identity in the space of C1-diffeomorphisms of Rn supported on [-2A, 2A]n.

Let

E_ {x€Rn:;-l&lt;xl&lt;0}

and let
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We define v :Rn —»Rn by the following équations:

v\Rn\(E+UE_) id,

iro | E+ hO7r\ E+9 v(E+) E+9

irv \E- hiir\ £L, v(EJ) £L,

We set yPl(u) v. Then v is a difïeomorphism of Rn with support in [-2,2]lx
[-2A,2A]n~\ It is easy to see that r(v) hoh1 h. Hence rOOIW&quot;1 g e G,
where g is the difïeomorphism defined above. By Proposition 2.4, t,m is conjugate
to Tji;, where t, is defined as t in §2. Let t,i; à,tiuà~1, where Àt dépends
continuously on u (see §4 of the paper to which this is an appendix), and is equal
to the identity when u id. In fact, if we put in the parameters, Àt continues to be
smooth. We hâve

and

(4.1) The domain of % is a certain C1-neighbourhood l/ltA of the identity in
the space of C^diffeomorphisms of Rn with support in [-2,2]I-1x
[-2A, 2A]n~I+1. If u is in the domain of %, then u is linearly isotopic to the
identity. The range of % is the space of C1-difïeomorphism with support in
[-2,2]lx[-2A,2A]n~l.

(4.2) ¥;(id) id.
(4.3) If u is Cr, then so is %(u).
(4.4) The restriction of ^ to the set of Cr-diffeomorphisms in its domain is

continuous with respect to Cr-topologies on both the domain and range of %.
(4.5) If u is in the domain of *; and if u is C\ then [u] [%u] in the

commutator quotient group of Drn.

(4.6) There is a universal constant K&gt;1 and an admissible polynomial Fr for
each r&gt;2, such that for u in a certain C1-neighbourhood UA of the identity,
which dépends on A and on n, but not on r and not on i,

and
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Given a C°°-diffeomorphism /, supported in [-2,2]n, and C1 near to the
identity, we want to write / as a product of commutators. We do this as follows. If
u is near to the identity and has support in [-2, 2]n, we write, for a suitable large
A,

&quot;0 gA ° / ° U o g&quot;1,

where gA has compact support and is equal to scalar multiplication by A on
[-2A, 2A]n. We choose gA so that it is compactly isotopic to the identity. For
example, when n 1, we can take the linear isotopy, and when n &gt; 1, we can take
an n-fold product of the 1-dimensional situation. The support of u0 is contained
in [-2A, 2A]n. We regard u0 as a function of u. We define

so that supp w.czf-2,2]lx[-2A, 2A]n~\ The above construction is possible if
i^ e l/A for 1 &lt; i &lt; n. Now by 1.4

M1(M0) ll&quot;o-ici||i M1(/o w)&lt;M1/+M1g + M1/.Mlg. (5.1)

Since each % is continuous with respect to the C1-topology, there is a neighbour-
hood VA of the identity in the space of C1-diffeomorphisms with support in
[-2,2]n, such that if /, u e VA, then u0, ul9..., u^ are ail defined (i.e.
14o,U1,...,Un_1€t/A).

We hâve

|/l| ,u)). (5.2)

where F1&gt;r is the admissible polynomial defined in 1.5. From Property 4.6), we see

by induction on i that

M1(i0=sAlK1M1(n0) (5.3)

and

IklL ^A&apos;K&quot; ||uo||r + Ft,A,r(MlMo), (5.4)

where K is a universal constant and FlAir is an admissible polynomial.
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Let u and / be two diffeomorphisms in a suitable neighbourhood VA of the
identity supported on [-2, 2]n. We hâve

(5.5)

and

/). (5.6)

where K is a universal constant and FrA is an admissible polynomial.
By choosing A large enough, we can ensure that An+1~rKm&lt;| for r&gt;n + 2.

We then choose en+2 small enough so that if sup (||ïi||n+2, ll/lln+2) — £n+2&gt; then
w, /€ VA and ||Unlln+2~ ^n+2- To see that it is possible to choose en+2 in this way,
note that we can estimate \\u\\t and ||/||, for l&lt;i&lt;n + l by repeated intégration
over an interval of length at most 4Vn. In fact, for each i&gt;2, ||u||t &lt;

(4Vn)n+2 ||M||n+2 and Mxu &lt;(4Vn)n+2 ||ii||n+2 and similarly for /. Note that A is now
fixed, and so in 5.6, Fn+2&gt;A(A^+1u + A4n+1/) can be estimated by a definite
polynomial in en+2- This polynomial has no linear or constant terms.

We now choose en+3, en+4,... inductively, so that if ||u||( ^et for n + 2&lt;i&lt;r,

then ||Mn||l&lt;el for n + 2&lt;i&lt;r. Although en+2 is small, each et is chosen large
compared with el-.1. To see that this is possible, recall that / and A are now fixed
and that An+1~rKm&lt;^ for r&gt;n + 2. Suppose en+2,..., er-i are ail chosen, and
that HmIL^e, for n + 2&lt;i&lt;r. Then

Ikll^aXII/ll + INID + a, (5.7)

for some constant ar&gt;l. So we define er \\f\\r + 2a,., and the induction can
continue.

Let L be the following set of diffeomorphisms

L={u: \\u\\t &lt; et for n + 2 &lt; i &lt;œ and supp u c [-2, 2]n}.

This is a convex subspace of the Frechet space of C°°-maps from Rn x I to Rn. By
Ascoli&apos;s Theorem and the Cantor diagonalization process, L is compact in the
C°°-topology.

The map d:L-*L, which sends u to 1^, is a continuous map to which the
Schauder Fixed Point Theorem can be applied. Since 1^ is equal to/°u modulo
the commutator subgroup, the existence of a fixed point shows that / is in the
commutator subgroup.

Finally, we hâve to prove that the universal cover of D°°(M)° is perfect. We
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note that in the above proof, t, and gA are fixed diffeomorphisms, and we for the
moment we do not take isotopies of thèse diffeomorphisms to the identity. We
take u and / so close to the identity, that linear isotopes of u and / to the identity
are mapped to paths Connecting u0,..., Un to the identity, which are homotopic
to the linear paths. The conjugating diffeomorphisms À.,, referred to in Proposition
2.4, also dépend continuously on u and /. The isotopies of u and / to the identity
therefore give rise to isotopies of the À, to the identity. We take u and / so close

to the identity, that the linear isotopy of À, to the identity is homotopic to the
isotopy produced by the functional dependence on u and /. Now arrange for the
isotopies of u and / to the identity to take place over |&lt; t &lt; 1, and the isotopies of
gA and t, to the identity to take place over o&lt;t&lt;|. In this way we see that f,
together with the linear isotopy to the identity, is in the commutator subgroup.
Since any connected topological group is generated by any neighbourhood of the

identity, we see that the universal cover must be perfect.
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